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See driving, public transport, parking and accommodations tips on the next page.
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Driving by car
Our office is in the middle between the Lions Gate Bridge and the Second Narrows (Iron Workers) Bridge.
Second Narrows Bridge Approach: Take Lonsdale exit south, follow Londsdale to the bottom of the hill. Turn right at the
bottom, then left into the Lonsdale Quay parking lot.
Lions Gate Bridge Approach: Take the Marine Drive exit to North Vancouver and follow Marine Drive to the end. Stay in right
hand lane and follow as Marine turns into 3rd st. Stay right and turn onto Forbes (which turns into West Esplanade). Turn right
at Chesterfield, then left into the Lonsdale Quay parking lot.
Search ‘Waterfront Business Centre, North Vancouver” in your smartphone maps feature for step by step instructions.

Parking
There are more than a dozen parking lots within
two blocks of our office.
Lonsdale Quay Market:
- two hours FREE , fees apply thereafter.
- this is the closest parking to our office.
Pay parking:
- across from the entrance to the market
- use if the free Market parking is full.
Free parking at ICBC:
- weekends and evenings only
- on Rogers Crescent right in front of the market entrance.

Public Transportation
From the North Shore:
- all bus lines connect to the SeaBus. We are right there!
From the Lower Mainland:
- all rapid transit lines terminate at Waterfront Station
- transfer onto the SeaBus
- we are at the SeaBus Terminal on the North Shore
For details on how to get to our office, try using the TransLink Trip Planner (http://www.translink.ca/).

Accommodations
If you require accommodations, there are two hotels located close to our office.
Lonsdale Quay Hotel - 1-604-986-6111
Pinnacle Hotel at the Pier - 1-877-986-PIER (7437)

